The Daily Progress of Charlottesville, Va., (1/16) noted the large number of GW graduates that enter the Peace Corps.

Metro Weekly of Washington, D.C., (1/17) noted GW’s mammogram van in an article regarding changes proposed for Whitman-Walker clinic.

NewsRx (1/21) noted a study by the GW Medical Center regarding community health centers.

Forbes (1/21) noted GW as being the most expensive school in the nation.

BusinessWeek (1/17) noted the GW Campaign Finance Institute, regarding the large number of campaign donations in 2008.

The Washington Post (1/26) noted the GW Biostatistics Center employees for their contribution to the Children’s National Medical Center campaign.

The Arizona Daily Sun (1/27) noted GW in an article regarding its number of college applicants.

NBC-4 (1/28) and Maryland’s Gazette (1/30) noted a 2006 GW study regarding workers in Montgomery County.

Condé Nast’s Portfolio.com (1/28) and The Richmond Times-Dispatch (1/29) noted GW’s Business School for being ranked 40th on the Financial Times’ rankings of the best M.B.A. programs in the United States

NBC-4 (1/29) noted GW Law School’s Consumer Mediation Clinic.

John Banzhaf, professor of law, was quoted in the Detroit Free Press (1/21) regarding the ban active in 3 states on smoking in automobiles with children. Law.com (1/28) posted his letter to the editor concerning an alternative to lethal injection.

Brian Biles, professor of health policy, was quoted on Medical News Today (1/24) regarding the possible effects of the recession on the healthcare system.

Phyllis Borzi, research professor, was quoted in USA Today (1/16) regarding health reform in an article on a federal law that bars states from requiring or regulating employer-provided benefits such as health coverage.
Nathan Brown, director of the Institute for Middle East Studies and professor of political science and international affairs, was quoted on the Voice of America (1/28) regarding the Muslim Brotherhood’s draft of a party platform in Egypt.

Gene D. Cohen, professor of health care sciences, was quoted in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer (1/25) regarding the effect of reading on the brain. US News & World Report (1/31) quoted him regarding how to keep the brain fit at any age.

Richard Donnelly, chair of the department of information systems and technology management and associate professor of information systems and technology management, was quoted by The Washington Post (1/28) regarding GW’s molecular biotechnology master's program.

Amitai Etzioni, University Professor and professor of international affairs, wrote a story posted on National Interest online (1/17) regarding how the U.S. should consider using a communitarian approach to withdrawing troops from Iraq. Huffingtonpost.com (1/23) posted his article entitled, “Supreme Court to Throw another Election?” and National Interest online (1/29) posted his article regarding reactions to President Bush’s final State of the Union address.

Christine Ferguson, associate research professor of health policy, was quoted in Forbes (1/23) regarding the STOP Obesity Alliance.

Julie Germany, research associate, was quoted on uwire.com (1/22) regarding online support in Ron Paul’s campaign.

Peter Hotez, chair of the department of microbiology and professor of microbiology and tropical medicine, was quoted on The Conservative Voice (1/17) regarding a link between asthma symptoms and roundworm infestations in inner city children. Marinij.com (1/31) quoted him from a Los Angeles Times article regarding research on whether a link exists between vaccines and autism and ABC News (1/31) quoted him regarding a TV show that has sparked controversy regarding whether vaccines and autism are related.

Karl Inderfurth, John O. Rankin Professor of the Practice of International Affairs, was quoted in The Washington Post (1/23) and Dawn, an English-language paper in Pakistan, (1/25) regarding Afghanistan-Pakistan relations. Voice of America (1/23) quoted him regarding the key to achieving peace and stability in Afghanistan and The Financial Express of India (1/25) quoted him regarding the retirement of under secretary of state Nicholas Burns.

Dennis Johnson, associate dean of the graduate school of political management and professor of political management, was quoted on Dawn, an English-language paper in Pakistan, (1/16) regarding the cost of this year’s presidential campaign. Slate.com (1/31) quoted him regarding political ad-making.

Gregory Lebel, assistant professor of political management, was quoted on The Hill (1/29) regarding how political candidates end their campaigns.
**John Logsdon**, research professor of political science and international affairs, was quoted on redOrbit.com (1/16) regarding the Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA).

**Michael Matheson**, visiting research professor of law, was noted on *The American Prospect* (1/24) and *Mother Jones* (1/23) regarding his testimony at a subcommittee hearing regarding President Bush’s statement of intent on the future of the U.S.’s relationship with Iraq.

**David Michaels**, research professor of environmental occupational health, was quoted on sciencenews.org (1/19) regarding litigation science.

**Celeste Monforton**, research associate, was quoted on CNN (1/17) regarding a mining accident in Nome, Alaska.

**Gregory Reaman**, professor of pediatrics, was quoted on NewsRx.com (1/22) regarding childhood leukemia research.

**Leo Ribuffo**, professor of history, was quoted in a *Los Angeles Times* article (1/27) regarding President Bush’s final State of the Union address.

**Sara Rosenbaum**, chair of the department of health policy and professor of health policy of health service management, was quoted in *USA Today* (1/23) regarding healthcare coverage.

**Michael Selmi**, professor of law, was quoted on law.com (1/28) regarding job retaliation cases.

**Peter Shin**, associate research professor of health policy, was quoted in the *Philanthropy Journal* (1/28) regarding research on community health centers.

**Jonathan Turley**, J.B. and Maurice C. Shapiro Professor of Public Service Law, wrote an article posted on A *USA Today* blog (1/16) regarding the death penalty. *Harpers.org* (1/18) quoted him regarding the destruction of the CIA torture tapes. *Air Transport World* (1/23) and *Dallas Business Journal* (1/22) quoted him regarding new legislation that allows pilots to continue flying until age 65. The *Las Vegas Review Journal* (1/25) quoted him regarding the naming of an air base in Nevada.

**Susan Wood**, research professor of environmental and occupational health, was quoted in *Forbes* (1/26) regarding a comparison study on Zetia, a cholesterol drug.

**Michael Yahuda**, visiting scholar, was interviewed for OutlookIndia.com (1/22) regarding India-China relations after Prime Minister Manmohan Singh’s recent visit to China.